This article describes the conversion of the two-dimensional Primordial Particle System into a threedimensional model that exhibits comparable features. We present the transformed model here in the form of a pseudocode implementation and detail the modifications required for this conversion.
I Introduction
A very simple model called PPS (Primordial Particle System) demonstrates that very simple rules (described by a simple motion law) can generate complex structures that exhibit many properties also found in life forms (growth, reproduction, physiology, nutrient cycle, life cycle, behaviour, information-processing, and finally also death) [1] , [2] . In addition populations of these individual emergent structures show similar behavior that is also found in animal populations (emergent ecosystems following density-dependent growth). This model differentiates itself from other, seemingly similar, self-propelled particle systems that show collective dynamics [3] by its simplicity. The original article and its associated demonstration movie triggered significant interest on the web (youtube 1 , reddit 2 , etc.) with several people starting to re-implement and modify it. A question often asked by the community is "does it also work in 3D?". Here our aim is to demonstrate that it is in fact trivial to extend the model into three dimensions and explain this with the amount of information that is needed to conduct this transition on the new spin-off code that was generated recently, in order to replicate and be able to check our observations.
II The mathematical model
The original 2D model of the PPS assumes that a certain number of particles are initially positioned at randomized spots, with randomized orientation (uniform random distribution). For a 3D model implementation, these starting conditions are identical, just that the random positions are extended to < x i(t) , y i(t) , z i(t) >.
In our simulation we distributed 770 particles in a cubic space of 31 x 31 space units. Each particle i is orientated with two angles < ϕ xy i(t) , ϕ tilt i(t) > whereby ϕ xy denotes the angle in the x-y plane (like in the original 2D version) and ϕ tilt denotes the angle in the x-y plane (like in the original 2D version) and ϕ tilt denotes the angle in which the particle rotates its front heading up or down. There is no third rotation axis used ("roll"), only "pane" (left-right) and "tilt" (up-down).
In order to translate the motion from 2D to 3D the same motion law is applied twice, once for calculating the change in ϕ xy and then also for the rotation of the tilt angle ϕ tilt . The following pseudocode describes the algorithm. The function "in-cone" reports all other agents in the 3D cone in front of the particle, facing into the direction of its front heading, that is the direction it moves to with its forward motion. As the opening angle of the cone is 180°, it is in fact a half-sphere. In order to get the particle in the right, left, up and down half-sphere, each individual particle always rotates into this direction, senses the number of particles in the half-sphere and then rotates back to its initial position. Given the fact that four half-spheres around the particle are processed, every neighboring particle is counted twice, once for the left-right rotational decision and another time for the up-down rotational decision. This gives the follow main loop for the simulation in 3D:
(Please note that we use the signum function here, which returns −1.0 for all negative input numbers, +1.0 for all positive ones and 0.0 for an input of zero. All angles are given in degrees and not in radians.) Most parameters remain unchanged in the transition from the 2D to the 3D version. In order to allow the simulation to run faster (in 3D much more particles have to be calculated for the same density) we reduced the interaction radius to r = 3.5 space units. This reduced radius is then compensated by a slightly increased density-dependent rotation amount, thus β = 24 degrees in our 3D simulations. The fixed rotation α was kept on 180°. The speed v = 0.4 space-units/step was also slightly decreased to fit to the reduced interaction radius. The density-dependent color scheme was adapted to fit the higher number of particles that one particle can encounter now:
In order to allow to make the interesting denser (non-green) structures well visible and not being occluded by the free green particles we made all green particles semi-transparent.
III Results
The following Figure 1 exemplary shows an ecosystem of PPS structures that emerged from a random distribution: 
IV Discussion and Conclusion
One of the first reactions to the model frequently expressed by other people is that it is very reminiscent of the Game of Life [4] . But not just the very different nature of the model (particles in continuous space that can move asynchronously) discriminates the two models. The fact that it is rather trivial to transform the Primordial Particle System to the third dimension, as shown here, indicates big differences. The changes to the original model are minimal, basically only the "sensing" of local interaction (forces) applied by neighboring particles is occurring now in half-spheres instead of half-circles as it was the case for the 2D version. The parameters actually did not require any change, we just reduced the radius r by a bit and compensated for this by increasing β and decreasing v in order to let the system run at at feasible computational speed. This way fewer particle-to-particle interactions had to be accounted for but the achievable maximum rotation potential was kept on the same level as it was the case in the 2D version. The fact that parameters had to change only minimally (if at all necessary) and that the implementation is otherwise in fact identical to the 2D model just applied twice for 2 rotational axes, shows another important feature of the PPS model: it is simple and it stays simple even if extended to more dimensions.
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